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Teacher Guide

Physical Sciences Grade 10 Lesson Notes

Chemical Reactions II

 Lesson Notes
During this lesson we are shown how to apply our 
knowledge of the properties of metals and their reactions. 
Our experimental skills and reasoning are also put to the 
test. 
Here is a brief summary of what we have learnt during 
this series. 
•		 Metals burn with a specific coloured flame in air or 

oxygen.

Metal Flame colour
potassium lilac
sodium yellow
lithium pink-red
calcium orange-red
magnesium white
copper green-blue

•		 Reactions of metals: 
metal + oxygen  metal oxide

•		 Writing a balanced chemical equation: 
In words we can write 
potassium + oxygen  potassium oxide 
In symbols we can write 
K + O2  K2O 
Balance this equation so it becomes  
4K + O2  2K2O

•		 Metal oxides dissolve in water to form metal 
hydroxides. 
metal oxide + water  metal hydroxide

For example, potassium oxide dissolves easily in water 
and when we test the solution with litmus paper the 
solution is clearly basic since the red litmus paper turns 
blue. Even though the metal oxides all look different, they 
do have one property in common – they are all basic 
substances. 

Group I metal oxides are all basic but they are also all 
very soluble. Group II metals are called alkaline earth 
metals. They are not as reactive as Group I metals and 
their metal oxides are only slightly soluble.
•	 The metals of Group II do not all react with cold 

water. Remember reactive metals react with water 
to produce metal hydroxide and hydrogen. 
reactive metal + water  metal hydroxide + 
hydrogen

•	 Copper is one of the least reactive metals so 
amore reactive metal will displace the copper from 
solution.  
copper sulphate + zinc      zinc sulphate + copper 
CuSO4 + Zn  ZnSO4 + Cu

This is a displacement reaction because the more 
reactive metal (zinc) displaces the less reactive metal ion 
(copper) from the solution. 
Displacement reactions are useful in helping us establish 
the order of reactivity.

Application of Metal Reactions
In Lesson 7, we are shown how to make use of our knowledge of the reactions of metals to solve problems. The ability 
to recall chemical knowledge is essential. The results of experiments must be noted in a structured way, e.g. by using 
a table for recording results. Using the experimental evidence, a sound conclusion is made.

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• Design an experiment or test to determine an 

unmarked metal or metal compound
• Write balanced equations for all the tests carried 

out
• Use the reactivity series of metals to solve related 

problems

 Curriculum Links
LO 1:  Scientific Inquiry and Problem-solving Skills
AS 1:  Conduct an investigation
AS 2:  Interpret data to make a conclusion
AS 3:  Solve problems
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